Inflatable car seat system, comment the informal document No. GRSP-50-08e

The Czech approval authority approved inflatable car seat system in the year 2008. The approval No. is E8-04 4916, name and type system is BEDI. The BEDI is approved for older children, for groups II and III, range of weights 15 to 36 kg.

This seat was tested with positive result without any problem with abdominal penetration of pelvic belt. This system BEDI fulfilled all requirements of the Regulation No. 44 series 04. The tests COP are made without problems.

This CRS was also positive tested in USA according to Standard FMVSS 213 by MGA Research Corp.

The producer of system BEDI is Czech manufacture which has rich and long experience with car industry and he products also inflatable boats and rafting boats. More about this company you can see at the website: www.gumotex.com

Full documentation of the system BEDI you can see at the website: www.inflable-car-seat.com
There are: Approval documents, Test report and Instructions for use (User guide).

The system BEDI without air is a small packet. The driver of the car may have the system on the board, example: this system used grand parents for granddaughter or grandson, taxis, etc.